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Students cover pop culture for TV show.

Director Evan Graham, at right, sets up a shot with direction from producer Tamara Speth and media tech teacher Anthony

Perrotta as they set up an on-location shoot for "Comic Book World," an episode of Saint Paul High School's second season

of On Rotation, set to air this fall. Eddie Chau
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NIAGARA FALLS -- It's raining cats and dogs outside The Neutral Zone comic book store on Lundy's Lane, but inside, Saint

Paul Catholic High School student Erica Casupanan is glancing through the latest issue of The Flash.

She peruses the wall of comic books for a few minutes, peering at select titles including Superman, Spider-man and X-Men.

When fellow student Evan Graham yelled "cut," a sigh of relief is let out by the 17-year-old host of Saint Paul Media Tech

Society's television show, On Rotation.

"That shot took a while," Casupanan said with a smile on her face as Graham, producer Tamara Speth and teacher Anthony

Perrotta review the footage on the camera. As Perrotta gives the thumbs up, the students file out of the comic book store

pleased with a job well done.

On Rotation returns to the air for a second season as the students of Saint Paul produce another year of television programming

by young adults, for young adults. What began last year as a venue for students to create a show to appeal to their generation,

On Rotation has evolved to feature four documentary-style programs which will air November on TV Cogeco.

While last season's focus was on pop culture and politics, weaving interviews with Canadian celebrities with local political

issues, Perrotta said this season has four documentaries with four distinctive arguments and perspectives. The new season

includes features on comic book culture, women in pop culture, Canadian pop culture and the role of gender and tobacco and its

influence on the media.

"We've been shooting on-location since June," Perrotta said. "Last year was a take what you can type of year. But this year is

different and now we have a distinct forum for current issues. Because of last year's success, the student's work will also be

shown on Rogers television (in Toronto) along with Cogeco."

For 16-year-old Speth, On Rotation is the first time she's worked on a television show. She said the process of being a producer

is unique and the toughest part is having to scrap ideas or already-filmed segments due to creative and time constraints.

"Just when you think everything works well, you'll have to make some tough decisions on what to cut," she said. "Just the other

day, we scrapped an entire segment because it didn't suit the documentary."

Elizabeth Marshall, 17, enjoyed traveling to MuchMusic headquarters in Toronto where she interviewed on-air personality Hannah

Sung. Marshall had never conducted an interview, and those nervous bugs in her stomach disappeared when she was welcomed
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to the MuchMusic environment.

"Hannah was so normal and told me that I was doing well," she said. "When I thought about Much, it felt a little intimidating. But

everyone was giving me pointers there. They really made me feel comfortable."

As with all creative products, there's bound to be some conflict. A self-described father figure, Graham said he's had to keep his

crew in check when things get out of hand by giving lectures. "There's bound to be challenges being the only guy in a mostly

female crew," he said. "We'd be on location and the girls would be talking about shopping instead of shooting (a segment). I'm

there to keep them in line."

Casupanan described an ordeal in which it took three hours to film a segment on Clifton Hill. "We were filming an introduction

segment and we had to stop constantly because people walked by and kept asking what we were doing," she said.

Perrotta said as a teacher he gets nervous at times when producing the show but was confident in his students' abilities. He

said it's reflected in the quality of the second season.
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